SALLY OF MY DREAMS

By WILLIAM KERNELL

THEME SONG OF THE WILLIAM FOX PICTURE
"MOTHER KNOWS BEST"
featuring MADGE BELLAMY
The Church Bells Are Ringing For Mary

Tune Ukulele
A D F# B

By ELMER COLBY

CHORUS

The church bells are ring-ing for Ma-ry, A pal and a

sweet-heart was she! When I stand out-side and hear Here comes the
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MOONLIGHT MADNESS
(THEN YOU WERE GONE)

Tune Ukulele
A D F# B
Put Capo on 1st Fret

By LOU DAVIS and J. FRED COOTS

CHORUS

Thru the palms you came with your soul a-flame

Moon-light madness, then you were gone.
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Sally Of My Dreams

Tune Ukulele

WILLIAM KERNELL

Moderato

Piano

Voice

Looking thru the skylight. Watching clouds roll by. Building castles

a tempo

in the air. Way up in the sky. When the shadows falling

fill my lonely room Dreams of you come softly Stealing thru the gloom

Arr. by Joseph M. Weiss
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Sweet Sally, Sally of my dreams — Your sunny smile comes stealing when I'm feeling blue.

Sally dear, it seems that maybe you will some day soon be dreaming too of just a shady dell — Where we can
always dwell among the flowers in that land of make believe.

sweet sally, dreams are coming true.

the day you say you love me half as much as i love you.
ANGELA MIA

(MY ANGEL)

Music by ERNO RAPÉE
Lyric by LEW POLLACK

G O E A
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SOMEDAY, SOMewhere

(WELL MEET AGAIN)

Chorus

Music by ERNO RAPÉE
Lyric by LEW POLLACK

G O E A
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